2012 ROSÉ

The Barossa Valley has the perfect climate and ideal grape varieties to produce Rosé. It is a wine style that should be enjoyed fresh and chilled.

Having been amongst the first to lead the great Rosé revival, it has been interesting to watch the popularity of this wine style grow. We dedicate one vineyard to Rosé ensuring continuity of style.

An extended and clement summer in 2012 has allowed the even and gradual ripening of all four Rosé varieties.

Deep salmon pink in colour, the nose is undeniably forward with strawberry and raspberry dominating. An ample palate follows brimming with round, luscious fruit and a whisper of cream and spice. Soft tannins define the palate and lead on to a persistent finish.

The Wine

- Harvested: February/March 2012
- Maturity at Harvest: 10°-13° Baumé
- Varieties: Grenache (67%), Shiraz (22%), Cabernet Sauvignon (9%), Dolcetto (2%)
- Oak Treatment: Nil
- Bottled: May 2012
- Colour: Rose/Salmon Pink
- Nose: Raspberry, strawberry and spice.
- Palate: Vibrant red berries with soft tannins and a dry, balanced finish
- Cellar: A fresh wine best consumed within the year, always serve chilled
- Residual Sugar: 4.5 g/L
- Alcohol: 13%
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TURKEY FLAT
BAROSSA VALLEY
ROSE 2012
Grenache, Shiraz,
Cabernet Sauvignon, Dolcetto.

We have used a blend of these four classic
grape varieties to produce this years Rose.
Premium Rosé such as this are light, crisp
and fresh and are always served chilled.

Christie Schulz, Vigneron
Peter Schulz, Winemaker
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